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Welcome Message

It is our privilege and honor to welcome you to 4th Asian Wave and Tidal Energy Conference (AWTEC 2018) which will be held in Taipei, Taiwan on September 9-13. The event will be a platform for engineers, researchers, experts to keep abreast of the current state-of-the-art advancements in ocean energy in a broad sense, ranging from wave energy, tidal energy, ocean thermal energy, ocean current energy, to offshore wind energy.

The AWTEC conference was first held in Jeju, Korea in 2012. Then it was held in Tokyo and Singapore in subsequent every two years. With the efforts of all delegates, the Organizing Committee members, and the previous organizers, the AWTEC conference series quickly become the most important event in ocean energy in Asia. These Conferences provide a forum to promote scientific advancement, technological progress, information exchange, and cooperation among engineers and researchers in ocean energy in an interdisciplinary spectrum. Relevant scientists, researchers and engineers are welcome to take advantage of this opportunity to submit and present their research work and/or industrial applications and interact with other experts in this challenging field. In addition to technical sharing, you can also enjoy the rich traditional culture and international hospitality in metropolitan Taipei. It is a dynamic city perfectly mixed with oriental tradition and western modernity. Furthermore, just with a 40-minute drive from Taipei city, the National Northeast Scenic Coast invites you into a world of emerald seas and mountains and blue skies, a winding coastline of capes and bays, and fine sandy beaches. Of course, You may spend a day visiting the National Palace Museum and linger for another day along old streets and Gold Ecological Park of Jioufeng, a small mountain village and Taiwan’s gold mining center in the past, for a deep traditional touch of Taiwan.

I believe AWTEC 2018 will be a fruitful event for you to share and to enjoy. We look forward to welcoming you in the golden season of 2018.

Jianh-Horng Chen

Chairman of AWTEC 2018
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Wave and tidal energy resource characterization

- **Waves reduce the tidal-stream energy resource** (277)
  Lewis M, Neill S, Robins P, Goward-Brown A, Reza Hashemi*

- **Design process for a scale horizontal axis tidal turbine blade** (292)
  Robert Ellis*, Matthew Allmark, Tim O’Doherty, Allan Mason-Jones, Stephanie Ordonez-Sanchez k, Kate Johannesen, Cameron Johnstone

- **Development of a wave-current numerical model using Stokes 2nd order theory** (293)
  Catherine Lloyd*, Tim O’Doherty, Allan Mason-Jones

- **Impact of tidal stream site interconnectivity on resource assessments** (302)
  Alice J. Goward Brown*, Peter E. Robins, Matt J. Lewis, Sophie Ward, Simon P. Neill

- **Experimental study of the wake past cubic wall-mounted elements to predict flow variations for tidal turbines** (305)
  Maria Ikhennicheu*, Grégory Germain, Benoît Gaurier, Philippe Druault

- **Effect of turbulence intensity on the performance characteristics of large-scale Wells turbine** (324)
  P. Madhan Kumar, Abdus Samad*

- **Floating tidal energy site assessment techniques for coastal and is-land communities** (345)
  Penny Jeffcoate*, John McDowell, Michael Hook

- **Numerically modelling the spatial distribution of weather windows: improving the site selection methodology for floating tidal platforms** (348)
  John McDowell*, Penny Jeffcoate, Tom Bruce, Lars Johanning

- **Assessment of the turbulent flow upstream of the Meygen Phase 1A tidal stream turbines** (367)
  Daniel Coles*, Charles Greenwood, Arne Vogler, Tom Walsh, David Taaffe

- **Study of vortex characteristics of a VATT wake based on CFD simulation** (369)
  Zheng Yuan, Wei Qi Liu, Liang Zhang*

- **Structural safety evaluation for the driving part of 15kW-class HATCT model by FSI analysis** (384)
  Ming Guo*, Seung-Jun Kim, Young-Do Choi

- **The numerical analysis of a vertical axis turbine for current energy conversion** (391)
  Min-Hsiung Yang*, Zih-Duan Ciou, Syue-Sinn Leu, Jun-Lum Cai, Wei-Ren Chau
Wave and tidal energy resource characterization (continued)

- Numerical simulation for hydrodynamic response of wave energy converter in extreme waves (407)
  Di Wang, Decheng Wan*

- A cost-efficient seabed survey for bottom-mounted OWC on King Island, Tasmania, Australia (411)
  Remo Cossu*, Craig Heatherington, Alistair Grinham, Irene Penesis, Scott Hunter

- Study on high-frequency fluctuations in tidal current direction (431)
  Patxi Garcia Novo*, Yusaku Kyozuka

- Experimental study on the efficiency of an OWC under different incidence wave conditions (461)
  Yaw-Huei Lee*, Duy-Tong Nguyen, Yi-Chih Chow

- Simulation of typhoon Soudelor (2015) induced typhoon waves using multiple-resolution method (480)
  Tien-Hung Hou*, Shih-Chun Hsiao, Tai-Wen Hsu, Chia-Cheng Tsai, Meng-Ling Chiao

- A meshless method for the two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations (481)
  Wan-Rong Chou*, Chia-Cheng Tsai, Tai-Wen Hsu, Shih-Chun Hsiao

- Tidal energy in Australia - Assessing resource and feasibility to Australia's future energy mix (507)
  Irene Penesis, Mark Hemer, Remo Cossu, Jenny Hayward, Jean-Roch Nader*, Uwe Rosebrock, Alistair Grinham, Saad Sayeef, Peter Osman, Philip Marsh, Camille Couzi

- A modified reactive control method for direct-drive linear wave energy converters using excitation force identification (511)
  Xuanrui Huang*, Xi Xiao

- Wave energy resources at the test site in Keelung, Taiwan (515)
  Shiaw-Yih Tzang*, Chun-Che Chen, Yung-Lung Chen, Huan-Ru Chen, Jiahn-Horng Chen

- Wave energy converter with wave direction tracking function (524)
  Ming-Yu Tsai*

- High performance synthetic ropes for wave and tidal PTO applications (526)
  Gabrielle Maassen*, Rafael Chou, Paul Chong
Wave and tidal energy resource characterization (continued)

- **Alternative methods for offshore wind-wave resources and power assessments over the Gulf of Thailand and Andaman Sea** (528)
  Woraluck Hongto, Worachat Wannawong, Donlaporn Saetae, Chaiwat Ekkawatpanit*, Peera Sakornmaneerat

- **Tidal turbine array design and energy yield assessment for Naru Strait, Japan** (535)
  Daniel Coles*, Tom Walsh, Yusaku Kyozuka, Yoichi Oda

- **Wave powered desalination systems for developing countries and islands** (536, abstract)
  P. William Staby*

- **Tidal & river energy converters power curve assessment: A standard protocol derived from IEC 62600 - 200** (537, abstract)
  Nicolas LARIVIERE-GILLET*, Karim BARROU, Frédéric PREVOST, Julien DALMAS, Cyril GIRY

- **Current & tidal energy converters farm levelized cost of energy opti-misation based on reliability assessment** (538)
  Nicolas Larivière-Gillet*, Florent Guinot, Loïc Klein

- **Multi-year assessment of turbulence metrics at the European Marine Energy Centre in the absence of waves** (541)
  Gareth Wakelam*, Brian G. Sellar, Vengatesan Venugopal
Device development and testing

- **Sealing of the dynamic underwater rotor shaft - one of the biggest challenges for tidal stream turbine device developers** (279)
  Lars Ziemen, Michael Baumann*

- **Robustness testing of techno-economic assessment tool for tidal energy converters** (294)
  Steven Pyke*, Cameron Johnstone, Elaine Buck

- **Case study presentation: Design study on different drive train concepts and rotor bearing arrangements used in a 1MW tidal stream turbine** (300)
  M. Hofmann*, M. Baumann

- **Protocols for testing marine current energy converters in controlled conditions. Where are we in 2018?** (306)

- **Study of the effects of opening ratio of airflow control valve on the dual duct OWC chamber system** (309)
  Kilwon Kim*, Jeongki Lee, Jongsu Choi

- **Array optimisation for wave damping and wave absorption** (317)
  Clotilde Nové-Josserand*, Ramiro Godoy-Diana, and Benjamin Thiria

- **Field performance testing of a floating tidal energy platform - Part 1: power performance** (320)
  Ralf Starzmann, Inga Goebel, Penny Jeffcoate*

- **The development and testing of a lab-scale tidal stream turbine for the study of dynamic device loading** (321)
  Matthew Allmark*, Robert Ellis, Kate Porter, Tim O’Doherty, Cameron Johnstone

- **Experimental investigation of a novel direct mechanical drive wave energy converter** (335)
  Vishnu Vijayasankar, Gundi Amarnath, S. A. Sannasiraj, Abdus Samad*

- **Field performance testing of a floating tidal energy platform - Part 2: load performance** (336)
  Penny Jeffcoate, Nick Cresswell*

- **Drakoo - Energizing the future with ocean waves** (344)
  Henry L. Han*, Lex L. de Rijk
Device development and testing (continued)

- **Effectively performing marine operations in strong current areas** (352)
  D. Dhomé*, J.-C. Allo, M. Morandeau, C. Ramauge

- **Using structured innovation techniques to assess and develop po-tential technology for wave energy power conversion** (374)
  Anna Stegman*, Henry Jeffrey, Lars Johanning, Stuart Bradley

- **Initial design of OWC WEC applicable to breakwater in remote islands** (380)
  Kyong-Hwan Kim*, Bowoo Nam, Sewan Park, Jeong-Seok Kim, Gilwon Kim, Chang-Hyuck Lim, Keyyong Hong

- **Blade element momentum theory to predict the effect of wave-current interactions on the performance of tidal stream turbines** (381)
  Stephanie Ordonez-Sanchez*, Kate Porter, Matthew Allmark, Cameron Johnstone, Tim O’Doherty

- **Effect of chord-wise flexibility to the power extracting efficiency of tidal current energy** (390)
  Xu Jianan*, Guan Daitao, Zhu Haiyang

- **Design of a 100 kW pilot wave energy system based on a ballscrew electro-mechanical generator (EMG)** (401)
  L. Castellini, M. Martini*, G. Alessandri, R. Maccaglia

- **Experimental investigation of a five WECs array hydrodynamics** (409)
  Sergej Antonello Sirigu*, Mauro Bonfanti, Panagiotis Dafnakis, Giovanni Bracco, Giuliana Mattiazzo

- **Wave energy experiment at Maldives** (414)
  Tsumoru Shintake, Katsutoshi Shirasawa, Jun Fujita*, Shuji Misumi, Tamotsu Nagahama, Toshio Shindou, Hamish Taggart, Hideki Takebe

- **Analysis of development status of wave energy development and utilization technology** (415)
  Ting Yu*, Zhichuan Li, Yonghu Wu

- **The viscous effect in power capture of bottom-hinged oscillating wave surge converters** (423)
  Chen-Chou Lin*, Yi-Chih Chow, Shihaw-Yih Tzang

- **Numerical analysis and validation of a pressure-differential wave energy converter** (427)
  Fabian Wendt*, Yi-Hsiang Yu, Aurelien Babarit, Mike Delos-Reyes
Device development and testing (continued)

- Lessons learned from practical asset management (429)
  Jamie Ian MacDonald, Mike Allan

- Recommend ultra low-head mini-hydro turbine generator system for coastal river application (436)
  Joe Martin, Jacek Swiderski, Liuchen Chang, Tony T Tung*, Wagner A. Barbosa, Prof. G Lucio Tiago Fiho, Antonio Carlos B Botan

- Uncertainty analysis for a wave energy converter: the Monte Carlo method (444)
  Jarrah Orphin*, Irene Penesis, Jean-Roch Nader

- Status for development of open sea test site for wave energy converters in Korea (446)
  Jong-Su Choi*, JeongKi Lee, Chang Hyuck Lim, Tae Kyeoung Ko, Ji Yong Park, Kilwon Kim, Keyyong Hong, Seungho Shin, Jeong Seok Kim, Jeong-Hwan Oh, Kyong-Hwan Kim, Young-Duck Kim, Il-Hyoung Cho

- Experimental analysis into the effects of air compressibility in OWC model testing (449)
  Damon Howe*, Jean-Roch Nader, Gregor Macfarlane

- Performance analysis of an OWC device integrated within a porous breakwater (451)
  Rebecca Grennell, Damon Howe*, Jean-Roch Nader, Gregor Macfarlane

- Planning on establishment of sea test-bed for tidal current energy converters in Jindo, Korea (459)
  Jin-Soon Park, Dong Hui Ko*, Jin-Hak Yi

- Development of passive oil compensated shaft seal module for Ku-roshio Turbine (464)
  Jenhwa Guo*, Ling-Ji Mu, Sheng-Wei Huang

- River turbines controlled by mechanical three variable speed converters (525)
  Kyung Soo Han*
Device hydrodynamics and structural mechanics

- **Turbulent wake flow feature and torque performance of a drag-type hydraulic rotor** (278)
  Wisdom Opare, Can Kang*, Yongchao Zhang, Chen Pan

- **Tidal turbine interaction effect of upstream turbine wake on down-stream turbine** (281)
  Vincent Podeur*, Dominic Groulx, Christian Jochum

- **Optimization study on the downstream section of a radial inflow turbine** (311)
  Nazanin Ansarifard*, Alan Fleming, Alan Henderson, S.S Kianejad, Shuhong Chai

- **Wake measurement metrics and the dependence of tidal turbine wakes on turbine operating condition** (313)
  T. Ebdon*, D.M. O’Doherty, T. O’Doherty, A. Mason-Jones

- **Numerical simulation on hydrodynamic performance of parallel twin vertical axis tidal current turbines** (314)
  Sun Ke*, Zhou Xue-han, Zhang Liang, Li Yan, Jiang Jin

- **Effect of air compressibility on primary energy conversion performance of OWC device** (328)
  Yukitaka Yasuzawa*, Takatomo Setoguchi

- **The effect of bathymetry interaction with waves and sea currents on the loading and thrust of a tidal turbine** (341)
  Jose Manuel Rivera Camacho*, Cameron M. Johnstone, Stephanie E. Ordonez Sanchez

- **Preliminary design of a horizontal axis tidal turbine for low-speed tidal flow** (357)
  Job Immanuel Encarnacion*, Cameron Johnstone

- **PLAT-O #2 at FloWave: A tank-scale validation of ProteusDS at modelling the response of a tidal device to currents (Part 2)** (359)
  Ilie Bivol*, Penny Jeffcoate, Lars Johanning, Ryan Nicoll, Jeffrey Steynor, Vengatesan Venugopal

- **Parameter study of a low frequency two body wave energy converter** (370)
  Xueyu Ji*, Elie AI Shami, Xu Wang, Lei Zuo

- **Hydrodynamic performance analysis of the turbine of 2×100kW tidal current energy generation device based on tidal bladed software** (379)
  Zhichuan Li*, Ting Yu, Yonghu Wu, Juan Yue
Device hydrodynamics and structural mechanics (continued)

- **Prediction of the stability of a floating tidal turbine platform under towing conditions** (399)
  Martin Koh*, Alex Ng

- **Mooring system design for an underwater floating tidal current power device** (400)
  Chul-Hee Jo, Su-Jin Hwang, Hong-Jae Park*

- **Sloshing and violent in-chamber water column movement in an OWC wave energy converter** (408)
  Krisna Adi Pawitan*, William Allsop, Tom Bruce

- **Global optimization of a horizontal axis tidal current turbine with shroud** (410)
  Daisaku Sakaguchi, Yusaku Kyozuka

- **A numerical calculation for hydrodynamic response analysis of a multi-buoy WEC platform** (418)
  Sanghwan Heo*, Weoncheol Koo, Min-Su Park

- **Bottom-hinged flap-type wave energy converter with efficient mechanical motion rectifier** (424)
  Jia Mi, Lin Xu*, Beibei Liu, Liang Sun, Lei Zuo

- **Application of vortex method to performance analysis of wave energy converter: vorticity creation method from the boundary** (434)
  Shuichi Nagata*, Yasutaka Imai, Tengen Murakami, Shigeki Okubo, Yutaka Okamoto

- **Pseudo-nonlinear hydrodynamic coefficients for modelling point absorber wave energy converters** (442)
  Benjamin W. Schubert*, Fantai Meng, Nataliia Y. Sergienko, Will Robert-son, Benjamin S. Cazzolato, Mergen H. Ghayesh, Ashkan Rafiee, Boyin Ding, Maziar Arjomandi

- **Laboratory study of tidal turbine performance in irregular waves** (457)
  Kate Porter*, Stephanie Ordonez-Sanchez, Matthew Allmark, Robert Ellis, Catherine Lloyd, Tim O'Doherty, Cameron Johnstone

- **Dynamic analysis of jack-up platform structure in environment loads** (463, abstract)
  Hung Chien Do*, Jianh-Horng Chen, Phan Van Quan

- **Design and analysis of the floating Kuroshio turbine blades** (491)
  Fang-Ling Chiu, Sin-An Lai, Chi-Fang Lee, Yu-An Tzeng, Ching-Yeh Hsin*
Device hydrodynamics and structural mechanics (continued)

- Hydrodynamic effects of waves on a floating Kuroshio turbine (493, abstract)
  Forng-Chen Chiu*, Jun-Yen Shieh, Yu-Sheng Peng

- Motion instabilities in tethered buoy WECs (498)
  J. Orszaghova*, H. Wolgamot, S. Draper, A. Rafiee

- Dynamic simulation of the mooring system with a shock-absorbing mechanism for floating Kuroshio turbine (500, abstract)
  Chau-Chang Chou*, Ping-Yang Huang, Jian-Horng Chen, Ching-Yeh Hsin, Forng-Chen Chiu

- Improvement of self-starting of Darrieus turbine by pitch variation (509)
  Koju Hiraki, Katsuhiro Henzan
Device and environmental modeling

- **On the modelling of arrays of wave energy converters** (285)
  Ossama Abdelkhalik*, Shangyan Zou, Sameh Darwish

- **Performance enhancement effort for vertical-axis tidal-current turbine in low water velocity** (318)
  Dendy Satrio*, I Ketut Aria Pria Utama, Mukhtasor

- **A sea-state based investigation for performance of submerged ten-sioned mooring supported tidal turbines** (325)
  Song Fu*, Cameron Johnstone

- **Equivalent circuit for mechanical-motion-rectifier based power take-off in wave energy harvesting** (392)
  Chien-An Chen*, Xiaofan Li, Lei Zuo, Khai Ngo

- **Arrangement optimization of three tidal turbines considering effi-ciency and productivity** (393)
  Chul-hee Jo, Hong-jae Park, Johnny C. L. Chan, Su-jin Hwang*

- **Tidal currents characterization with large eddy simulation** (394)
  Adrien Bourgoin*, Sylvain Guillou, Riadh Ata

- **Numerical modelling of the Laminaria concept with coupled mooring and PTO system** (395)
  Remy CR Pascal*, Benjamin Gendron, Adrien Combourieu

- **Shallow and intermediate water wave energy converter** (396)
  Ramuel T. Maramara, Masoud Masoumi*

- **Numerical simulation research on output characteristics of tidal tur-bine in time-varying flow** (405)
  Junzhe Tan*, Zhishuang Zheng, Peng Yuan, Shujie Wang, Xiancai Si, Xiaodong Liu

- **Control-oriented modelling for wave energy converter M4** (425)
  Zhijing Liao, Nian Gai*, Peter Stansby, Guang Li

- **A seesaw shaped floating wave energy converter** (438)
  Jiangbin Zhao*, Xin Wei, Jianlin Zhou, Yong Jin, Chenxing Sheng

- **Characterising the effect of turbine operating point on momentum extraction of tidal turbine arrays** (452)
  Christoph Hachmann*, Tim Stallard, Binliang Lin, Peter Stansby
Device and environmental modeling (continued)

- Numerical study on performance analysis for OWC WEC applicable to breakwater (466)
  Sewan Park*, Kyong-Hwan Kim, Bo-Woo Nam, Jeong-Seok Kim, Keyyong Hong

- Turbulence characteristics in tidal flows using LES and ALM to model the tidal power plant Deep Green (512)
  Sam T. Fredriksson*, Göran Broström, Björn Bergqvist, Johan Lennblad, Håkan Nilsson
Power take-off and device control

- Bayesian reliability modelling of a tidal turbine pitch system (289) Fraser J. Ewing, Philipp R. Thies*, Iraklis Lazaki, Jonathan Shek
- Defining a marine turbine condition-based maintenance and management strategy for low velocities in Mexico (299) Edith Rojo-Zazueta*, Ismael Mariño-Tapia, Rodolfo Silva, Matthew Allmark, Paul Prickett, Roger Grosvenor
- Performance prediction of impulse turbine for wave energy conversion - effect of simple cascade on the performance (331) Manabu Takao*, Seisuke Fukuma, Miah Md. Ashraful Alam, Yoichi Kinoue, Shuichi Nagata, Toshiaki Setoguchi
- Project Neptune: Critical component tests for a fully flooded direct-drive linear generator for wave energy converters (340) Joseph Burchell*, Nisaar Ahmed, Jose Ignacio Barajas-Solano, Markus Mueller, Mike Galbraith
- Optimization of resistive load for a wave energy converter with linear generator power take off (353) Tatiana Potapenko*, Irina Temiz, Mats Leijon
- Dynamic model testing of a combined C-Gen magnetic gear system for an oscillating wave surge converter (373) Ben McGilton, Richard Crozier*, Markus Mueller
- Numerical study on the behavior of an oscillating wave surge converter (375) Huifeng Yu*, Yongliang Zhang
- An energy harvester for Kuroshio power (388) Shang-Yu Tsai*, Bang-Fuh Chen
- Design of hydraulic power take-off for wave energy converter on artificial breakwater (389) Xu Jianan*, Xu Tao
- Numerical analysis of two different hydraulic power take-off configurations for renewable energy applications (417) Daniele Chiccoli, Mauro Bonfanti*, Giovanni Bracco, Panagiotis Dafnakis, Sergej Antonello Sirigu, Giuliana Mattiazzo
Power take-off and device control (continued)

- **Enhancing the relative capture width of submerged point absorbing wave energy converters** (441)
  Boyin Ding*, Nataliia Sergiienko, Fantai Meng, Benjamin Cazzolato, Peter Hardy, Maziar Arjomandi

- **Conversion characteristics of permanent magnet synchronous generator on wave energy converter** (469)
  Yasutaka Imai*, Shuichi Nagata, Tengen Murakami

- **New hybrid HST pump development for wave energy applications—study on the slipper bearing of an axial piston pump** (508)
  S.D.G.S.P. Gunawardane*, Sudesh Ratnayake, Tomiji Watabe
Study on structural response of a floating structure for offshore wind power generation using a small-scale model experiment (330)
Jumpei Oda*, Yoshikazu Tanaka, Hidetsugu Iwashita, Yukitaka Yasuzawa, Makoto Sueyoshi

Aerodynamic analysis of a large wind farm with actuator line model (406)
Ping Cheng, Xinze Duan, Yang Huang, Decheng Wan*

Release of a reliable open-source package for performance evaluation of ocean renewable energy devices (422)
Yingyi Liu*, Shigeo Yoshida, Hiroshi Yamamoto, Akinori Toyofuku, Changhong Hu, Makoto Sueyoshi, Hongzhong Zhu
Offshore wind-wave and wind-current energy systems

- **The design of semi-submersible wind-tidal combined power generation device** (366)
  Chao Hu*, Yuhan He, Yong Ma, Binghao Zhou

- **Effect of mooring line materials on FKT system dynamics** (382)
  Jo-Ti Wu*, Jiahn-Horng Chen, Ching-Yeh Hsin, Forng-Chen Chiu

- **Structural integrity monitoring of hybrid offshore-wind and tidal-current turbines** (470)
  Wonsul Kim, Jin-Hak Yi*, Jin-Soon Park

- **Stabilized offshore floating wind platform using a dual-function wave energy converter** (506)
  Dillon Martin*, Wei Che Tai, Lei Zuo
Optimization study on floating structure and risers design for a 100 MW-net ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) power plant (304)
Ristiyanto Adiputra*, Tomoaki Utsunomiya
Environmental impact and appraisal

- **Effects of wave energy generators on *Nephrops norvegicus*** (283)
  Anke Bender*, Jan Sundberg

- **Monitoring different type of fish around tidal and oceanic current turbines in water tank** (310)
  Takero Yoshida*, Jinxin Zhou, Sanggyu Park, Daisuke Kitazawa

- **Managing environmental effects to facilitate marine renewable energy development** (323)
  Andrea Copping*, Mikaela Freeman, Alicia Gorton, Stacia Dreyer

- **No evidence of long-term displacement of key wildlife species from wave and tidal energy testing** (354)
  Caitlin Long*

- **Observation of biofouling by using test plates in Hirado Strait of Na-gasaki, Japan** (372)
  Yusaku Kyozuka*, Seiji Kobayashi

- **Simulation of composite suction foundation to topography change** (467)
  San-Shan Lin*, Hsing-Yu Wang, Yun-Chih Chiang, Hui-Ming Fang, Sung-Shan Hsiao

- **Coastal erosion and measures at Ketzeliau Coast, Taiwan** (472)
  Jen-Yi Chang, Tai-Wen Hsu*, Li-Chang Hsu, Yi-Shing Chang, Shin-Jye Liang

- **Dynamic sandbanks in close proximity to sites of interest for tidal current power extraction** (502)

- **Environmental effects monitoring of tidal in-stream energy converters in the Bay of Fundy, Canada: Challenges and research needs** (504, abstract)
  Craig Chandler*

- **Proposed guidelines for preliminary assessments of the physical impacts of wave energy deployments** (505)
  Mark Hemer*, Kathleen McInnes, Julian O' Grady, Ron Hoeke, Stephanie Contardo

- **Annex IV State of the Science - sharing what we know about environmental effects of marine renewable energy development internationally** (542, abstract)
  Andrea Copping*
Environmental impact and appraisal (continued)

- **Automated System for Marine Environmental and Technical Monitoring** (543, abstract)
  Francis James Corpuz*, Charles Ng, Marianne Eleanor Catanyag, Ajay Vignesh Usha Sekar
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